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My startup is an art store

that sells soulful artwork
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Emily was born to an artist mom in 1976. She started seeing art since her 
childhood. Her mom used to draw realistic feminine figures with charcoal. She 
took inspiration from stone carved images seen on historical monuments. The 
drawings were so realistic that viewers could feel a sense of life in those figures. 
They used to have a kind of softness in their body movements and emotions. 
But the sad part is that Emily’s mom did not pursue her career in art and 
remained a housewife her entire life. The geographical and social 
circumstances that she lived in, did not have much motivation towards art and 
artists. Emily’s mom died at a very young age, at the age of 48. 
This sudden death of her mom acted as an eye opener for Emily. She decided 
that she is going to make her mom’s talent alive by being a professional 
artist herself. Emily was already into artistic bent of mind. But she took further 
studies in art and craft. Then she took it as a full time career. Though in her 
social boundaries people still didn’t give that much priority to art and didn’t see 
it as a rewarding career, she took it as a challenge. She started by organizing 
free art workshops to create awareness. Then she spread the message more by 
actively involving in social networking sites. She was amazed by the outcome. 
People from all over the world started following her. Many contacted her 
personally to get inspiration and guidance. Throughout these she continued to 
create amazing artworks and her collection grew more and more.
Emily started selling her artworks online. Day by day her art started getting 
popularity and that’s when Emily came up with the idea of a full scale 
business. She managed to rent a space where she can display her art pieces. 
She turned it into a well decorated store with soulful ambiance where non 
living material objects speak. There is a message and expression in every piece 
of art, whether it’s a tiny stone painted or a huge wall size canvas. 

History >
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Mind Mapping and Brainstorming

Handmade 4 U

Handmade

Art Store
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Name Game > Lovert 
Retina 
Livestone

Qualities  > Soulful
Creative
Expressive
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Visual research- Contemporary
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Visual research- Historical
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Type Exploration Logotype Development
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Final Logotype
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Color Palette Brand Icon
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Secondary Typefaces

Handmade art 
that speaks to your heart

Where everything speaks

Handmade art that speaks

Emily was born to an artist mom                      in 1976. She started seeing 
art since her childhood. Her mom used to draw realistic feminine figures 
with charcoal. She took inspiration from stone carved images seen on 
historical monuments. 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

                    There is a message and expression in every piece of art, whether it’s 
a tiny stone painted or a huge wall size canvas. 
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Brand imagery

Where everything speaks
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Secret Ingredient
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Brand Application-1

business card design

Letterhead design
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Brand Application-2
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Gift wrapping paper

Brand Application-3
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website design

Brand Application-4
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Capstone Project

Specialization in Graphic Design

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF THE ARTS


